
X-Ray   Crystallography 
“If a picture is worth a thousand words, then a macromolecular 

structure is priceless to a physical biochemist.” – van Holde  

Topics: 

1.  Image Formation  (optical illusions) 

 Resolution  /  Wavelength (Amplitude, Phase) /  Light Microscopy / EM /  X-ray /  (NMR)  

2.  Protein Data Bank (PDB) 

 Data mining and Protein Structure Analysis Tools 

3. X-Ray Crystallography  

  a) 100 years of X-ray Crystallography 

 b) Crystal Growth –  Materials  / Methods  

 c) Crystal Lattices - Lattice Constants / Space Groups / Asymmetric Unit 

 d) X-ray Sources – Sealed Tube / Rotation Anode / Synchrotron 

 e)Theory of Diffraction – Bragg’s Law / Reciprocal Space  

 f) Data Collection – Methods / Detectors / Structure Factors 

 g) Structure Solution – Phase Problem: MIR / MR / MAD 

 h) Refinements and Models  /   Analysis and presentation of results 



   Object / Real Space 

Transform / Reciprocal Space 

   Object  Transform                            Image    

  Models 

 Electron 

Density 

Maps 



Celebrating  100  years  of  X-ray  

Crystallography 

Marv  Hackert   -    UT  Austin   -  Fall  2013 
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University of Texas at Austin  –  ACA Presidents 



Front Row:  Elena Boldyreva, Claude Lecomte, Gautam Desiraju, Luc Van 

Meervelt, Sine Larsen; Back Row: Wulf Depmeier, Michael Dacombe, 

Hanna Dabkowska, Marvin Hackert, Mitchell Guss, Manuel Perez-Mato. 

 

IUCr  EC  2011 



Bragg Symposium: Celebrating 100 years 

of X-ray crystallography - The University of 

Adelaide, 6th December 2012 











Crystallography:  1) the branch of science dealing with the 
formation and properties of crystals, 2) the science of condensed 
matter with emphasis on the atomic or molecular structure and 
its relation to physical and chemical properties 





Niaca Mine, 

Chihuahua, Mexico 



X-ray diffraction 

1912  Max von Laue discovered X-ray diffraction 

by crystals when he and his assistants directed 

a beam of X-rays at a crystal of copper sulfate 

and record the diffraction pattern on a piece 

of film. 

  

1913  W.L. Bragg reported the first crystal  

structure, the structure of Sodium Chloride  

Sodium Chloride 

(NaCl) 
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Approximation of diffraction pattern from a slit of width equal to wavelength of an 
incident plane wave in 3D spectrum visualization. 

Thomas Young's sketch of two-slit diffraction, which he presented to the Royal Society in 1803 

Diffraction 





Sodium Chloride 

(NaCl) 

X-ray  apparatus 

Bragg’s  Law  (nl = 2d sinq ) 



Linus Pauling & Roger 

Hayward 



Myoglobin / 

Hemoglobin 









Bonding diagram of diborane (B2H6) 

showing with curved lines a pair of 3-

center 2-electron bonds.  

Lipscombite Aspartate 

carbamoyl 

transferase 

Carboxypeptidase A 
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Sayre equation 

Direct methods are the preferred method for 

phasing crystals of small molecules having 

up to 1000 atoms in the asymmetric unit.  

Hauptman and Karle developed a practical 

method to employ the Sayre equation to 

exploit statistical correlations between the 

phases of different Fourier components that 

result from the fact that the scattering 

density must be a positive real number. 



Photoreaction Center 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Photosystem-II_2AXT.PNG
//upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/4/44/PSII_new_design.svg


Potassium  Ion 

Channels 



Ribosome 



Quasicrystals - ordered 

crystalline materials lacking 

repeating structures, such as 

this Al-Pd-Mn alloy. 

Linus Pauling –  
"There is no such thing as 
quasicrystals, only quasi-
scientists.” 

Quasicrystals  have low 

thermal and electrical 

conductivity, while 

possessing high structural 

stability – ideal for non-

stick insulation for 

electrical wires and 

cooking equipment. 

//upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/5/5d/Quasicrystal1.jpg




Penicillin 

Vitamin B12 

//upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/9/99/Penicillin_core.svg
//upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/6/67/VitaminB12.png


The Good Old Days… 

The ticking time bomb… 

   The serious threat… 

 escalating antibiotic resistance… 

     untreatable bacterial infections… 

modern 

headlines: 

Doug Mitchell, Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign 



• Alexander Fleming (Scottish scientist) fought in World War I. His battlefront experience showed 

him how dangerous bacteria could be to human life. After the war he spent most of his time at St. 

Mary’s Hospital in London doing research, focusing on finding a chemical that would stop 

bacterial infection. 

 

• He discovered lysozyme, an enzyme occurring in many body fluids, such as tears. It had a natural 

antibacterial effect, but not against the strongest infectious agents (e.g. Staphylococcus aureus). 

Fleming’s research focused on finding agents that would kill this particular bacterium. 

 

• In the Fall of 1928, Fleming had prepared Staphylococcus on several plates and forgot to put them 

in the incubator before he went on vacation. 

 

• When he returned from vacation, he discovered that one of the plates was contaminated with 

molds. This was not unusual; it had happened all the time. He knew that this contamination must 

have come from the floor below, because at that time there was a group there working with molds. 

But what was unusual about this particular strain of molds was that it killed the 

Staphylococcus in the surrounding area. 

 

• It turned out that the reasons why Fleming was able to observed this effect were: (1) this particular 

mold strain (later identified to be Penicillium notatum) was a good producer of penicillin, and (2) 

the temperature was unusually cold at that time of year, which caused the mold and bacteria to 

grow very slowly (necessary to observe the inhibiting effect). 



• For the next 7 years, Fleming and his colleagues tried to produce large quantities of penicillin so that 
it could be tested in animals and humans, but they not very successful. 

 

• In 1935, Howard Florey was appointed professor of pathology at Oxford and he hired Ernst Chain 
to work on a cancer-related project. Chain had read the article previously published by Fleming and 
tried to convince Florey  to revisit the penicillin problem (Fleming claimed that it was unstable and 
that was the reason he could not get enough to do animal or human trials).  

 

• The Florey team began working on penicillin in full force. Every bucket, container, bottle they 
could find were used to culture Penicillium notatum. By May 1940, the team produced enough 
penicillin to test on infected animals for the first time. Eight mice were infected with a lethal dose 
of Staphylococcus. One hour later, four of them were injected with penicillin and the other four were 
left without treatment. All four mice that did not receive penicillin died in less than 24 h. All four 
mice treated with penicillin were health. Florey proclaimed, “it looks like a miracle”. 

 

• To do test on humans, the amount of pencillin required was 3,000 times greater. By now, 
England was at war and financial resources were limited. A creative solution would have to be 
developed in order to produce penicillin in large quantity. Heatly, a team member, designed a 
container that resembles a bedpan out of ceramic, suited for their need. 400 stackable containers 
were made and this allowed them to produce enough penicillin to do test on human for the first 
time. Although the first patient treated with penicillin died due to a shortage of supply, further tests 
showed that penicillin successfully treats human infections as well. 



• Florey tried to get British pharmaceutical companies to produce penicillin, but failed (mainly 

because the war had greater demand for other supplies). 

 

• In 1941, Florey and Heatly came to the US to convince American pharmaceutical companies to 

produce penicillin. They ended up in Peoria, Illinois. An agriculture research center there had 

developed excellent techniques of fermentation (a process needed for penicillin growth). The 

nutrients used for penicillin growth there was corn, which was not commonly grown in Britain. The 

penicillin-producing mold loved corn and produced 500 times as much as it had produced 

before.  

 

• The first batches of this new wonder drug became available in 1943 and were reserved for military 

use. News of penicillin was suppressed because of the war. 

 

• When it was first released, it was so valuable that patients’ urine was collected and the excreted 

penicillin purified to be used again. 

 

• By this time, the US had entered World War II. The government recruited 21 chemical companies 

to produce penicillin. From January to May 1943, only 400 million units of penicillin were 

made; by the time the war ended, US companies were making 650 billion units a month. 

 

• Penicillin kills bacteria by interfering with aminopetidase, an enzyme responsible for making 

bacteria cell wall. Human and mammals do not have this enzyme. 







Pink 

Diamond 

Diamond 

Uncut 

Diamond 

Crystals 



Methods to slowly change 

solution conditions   

Hanging 

Drop 

 

 

 

Sitting 

Drop 

 

 

 

Micro-

dialysis   

Growing protein crystals.   



1.   Nature of macromolecule – Purity and concentration of macromolecule 

2.   Nature and concentration of precipitant 

3.   pH  /  Temperature  /  Pressure 

4.   Level of reducing agent or oxidant 

5.   Substrates, coenzymes, and ligands  /  Metal ions 

6.   Preparation and storage of macromolecule  / Proteolysis and fragmentation 

7.   Age of macromolecule  /  Degree of denaturation 

8.   Vibration and sound 

9.   Volume of crystallization sample 

10.  Seeding 

11.  Amorphous precipitate 

12.  Buffers 

13.  Cleanliness 

14.  Organism or species from which the macromolecule was isolated 

15.  Gravity, gradients and convection 

Variables that influence crystal growth 



Ammonium sulfate / or sodium  

Sodium or ammonium citrate 

Sodium or ammonium acetate 

Magnesium sulfate 

Cetyltrimethyl ammonium salts 

Polyethylene glycol 400, 1000, 2000, 4000, 6000, 8000, 15,000 M 

 

Batch crystallization (simply dump reagents together) 

Liquid-liquid diffusion in a capillary tube   

Vapor diffusion-the most successful method (hanging drop, sitting drop),  

    typically using a Limbro plate.  Equilibration occurs between the liquid 

    and vapor phase. 

Dialysis  

 

Methods for protein crystallization 

Common Compounds used in Crystallization  



Hanging Drop Method  -  Crystal Screening 







Lysozyme 

Crystals 

Glucose 

Isomerase 

Crystals 

Miller Indices 



X-ray scattering can be understood as if the x-

rays are reflected from planes in the crystal.   

 

h, k, l  are integers, called “Miller indices” 

 

 

Miller indices are used to define the direction of 

planes within a crystal.  A plane with Miller indices 

h,k,l intersects the unit cell edges a,b,c at points  

a/h, b/k and c/l. 

 

(3 integers define the direction of a plane). 

Bragg Planes 



Atoms in space  



Atoms in space / Unit Cell 



 (1 1) 

(1 2) 

(1 3) Planes and Indices 



(1 1) 

Planes and Indices 

(1 2) 



(1 1) 

(1 2) 

Planes and Indices 



(1 3) 

Planes and Indices 



Figure 2.5. Three families of lattice ”planes" in a two-dimensional 

lattice. 

 

a 

b 

1 1 0 2 -1 0  

(or -2 1 0) 
1 3 0 

Name that Bragg “plane” 







Note: Only  2-, 3-, 4-, and 6-fold rotations allowed 



Three-dimensional lattice, showing unit cell (heavy lines). 

 

A unit cell is defined by its lattice constants: 

  a, b, c   and a, b, g 



Three different grid systems referred to the array same array. 

 Regular two-dimensional array. 

How to identify “the” unit cell ? 



 A 4-fold rotation axis. 

 

How to identify “the” unit cell ?  Role of Symmetry 

Rotation axes: 2-fold  3-fold  4-fold  6-fold 

    180o    120o      90o   60o  

Translations:   1/2     1/3    1/4     1/6 

 

Rot + Trans (Screw Axes) /  Mirror / Inversion 



How to identify “the” unit cell ?  Role of Symmetry 

Screw  Axes 
(rotation + translation) 

2-fold screw 

180o + 1/2 

 

3-fold screw 

120o + 1/3 

  

4-fold screw 

90o + 1/4 

 

6-fold screw 

60o + 1/6 



41 and 43 Screw Axis 



We will only look at examples having only 

2-fold (2) or 2-fold screw (21) axes. 







BPTI 

Asymmetric Unit 


